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COLLAGE

Columba Pigeon Photography - Services & Prices
AUCTION PHOTOS FOR SUPPLIERS TRADING HOUSES

PHOTOS WITH LAY-OUT/GRAPHIC DESIGN / TEXT

FREESTYLE PHOTOS

Since February 2022 Columba Pigeon Photography has been working as 
an independent photographer for all auction houses. 
Every auction house can rely on the services of Columba Pigeon Photography!
 

Photographing in the photostudio from Columba Pigeon Photography:
If the pigeons can be photographed in the studio from Columba Photography 
(Dagmoedstraat 71 – 9500 Geraardsbergen), the price for a digital photo as (Dagmoedstraat 71 – 9500 Geraardsbergen), the price for a digital photo as 
example with eye, pigeon & ringnumber is €20 excl. VAT.
 

Photographing on location (min. 20 pigeons):
The price for digital square or landscape auction photos, as example with eye, pigeon
& ringnumber is €25 excl. VAT + travel compensation €0.3707/km
 

The price for a square print (10cmx10cm) is The price for a square print (10cmx10cm) is €2 excl. VAT. (without delivery costs). 
The price for a print (20cmx30cm) is €3 excl. VAT. (without delivery costs)

Photographing in the photostudio from Columba Pigeon Photography:
The price for a digital photo with text, layout, eye & pigeon, as example 
for personal use or auctions is €25 excl. VAT.
 

Photographing on location (min. 20 pigeons): 
The price for a digital photo  with text, layout, eye & pigeon, as example , 
for personal use or auctions is for personal use or auctions is €30 excl. VAT. + travel compensation €0.3707/km.
 

Texts must be delivered digitally by e-mail so that we can copy and paste the info. 
If results/info are not delivered digitally and we need to retyping the info from a photo 
or paper, an administrative cost of €5 per pigeon will be charged.
 

The price for a print (20cmx30cm) is €3 excl. VAT. (without delivery costs)

A “freestyle photo” is a more natural photo of the pigeon in a casual position. 
For every 5 pigeons that you have photographed (not for auction photos) 
you will receive 1 freestyle photo of your choice for free. 
Service only offered for regular customers!
 

The price for a print (20cmx30cm) is €3 excl. VAT. (without delivery costs).

The basic amount of the collage (layout layout, text, graphic design) is €30. 
In addition, you pay €5 per pigeon that you want on the collage. 
For example, if you want a collage of 4 pigeons, you pay: €30 
(layout layout, text, graphic design) + €20 (€5 per pigeon) = €50 excl. VAT.
 

The price for a print (40cmx60cm) is €15 excl. VAT. (without delivery costs).


